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Introduction
Tourism is Maine’s largest industry; A University of
Maine study in October 2019 shows that 1 out of 10
jobs are in Maine’s hospitality sector (Gabe and Crawley
2019). Growing and protecting this industry is of vital
importance to various stakeholders across the state.
Data about how and where our visitors spend their time
can inform this process. Portland, Maine is consistently
branded as “Authentic”(Portland n.d.). The Old Port
contains a unique combination of experiences, an up-close
view of the working waterfront and local coastal culture,
a vibrant restaurant and craft brewery scene, unique
shops, museums, and coastal/ harbor tours (Henchcliffe
and Michaud 2018). Places branded as authentic present
a unique experience for visitors and a challenge for local
policy makers who wish to maintain these spaces. This
study incorporates traditional and “big data” techniques
to identify and visualize where visitors spend their time.
These combined techniques can provide insight to help
inform the decision-making process for tourism policy
makers.

Highly valued authenticity factors in Portland’s Old Port were identified by the visitor survey. Individual Tags from geotagged photos were used to map the
experiences that correlated with known authenticity factors. This allows a visualization of where those authenticity factors are located on the Old Port landscape.
The original photo data set contained 3,089 original tags. The number of photos containing a tag could range from one to thousands. Tags freely chosen by users can
represent a consensus and a shared conceptualization of place (Deng and Lemmens 2014). Authenticity factors from the visitor survey include; food- lobster/seafood,
working waterfront, local people, historic architecture, nature/outdoors, arts/culture, not crowded. From these categories’ tags representing food-lobster/seafood,
working waterfront, historic architecture, nature/outdoors, and arts/culture, could be identified and mapped.

The Flickr Data Set

Food-Lobster/Seafood – 16 photos
Tags include: lobster, harborfishmarket, fish,
eventideoysterco, lobstertraps, oysters, eventide,
haddock, clams, lobsterroll, portlandlobsterco,
bakedstuffedlobster, broiledhaddock,
haddockchowder, steamers, rawoysters,
and seafood. Points indicate where visitors
experienced the authentic factor of seafood.

Waterfront – 78 photos
Tags include: Harbor, waterfront, wharf, pier,
bay, dock, piers, portlandharbor, breakwater,
pilings, portlandwaterfront, and portlandpier.
Points indicate where visitors experienced the
authentic factor of the waterfront.

Photos from 2015-2019, 11,161 photos total. Visitors in RED, locals in blue.

Tags that Correlate with Authenticity Factors

Flickr Geotagged Photos

The metadata from Flickr photos were obtained from the
Flickr API. Flickr is a photo sharing site with tens of billions
of photos and 2 million groups (flickr.com 2020). Geotagged
photos from 2015 – 2019 were obtained from the Flickr API.
The metadata for the photos includes; accuracy, latitude,
longitude, owner, date taken, title, tags, and user provided
profile location. For the analysis only photos with user
identified profile location and a high coordinate accuracy
were used. The raw data set contains 11,161 photos. Forty
two percent of users in our data set provided profile location,
this was used to distinguish between locals and visitors. In
addition, photos without tags were dropped from the study.
The refined data set contains 1,654 photos that were used
for the tag analysis. It’s important to note that estimates
indicate that only 3.33% of photos uploaded to Flickr are
geotagged (Li, Goodchild and Xu 2013). Despite these photos
representing a small portion of the representative population,
this crowd sourced data is still considered a suitable proxy for
more traditional time and labor intensive empirical estimates
(Wood, et al. 2013). Geotagged photos come from a small
subset of the population, but they represent unique and rich
experiences. In addition, geotagged photos can be considered
an “I was here” statement, leaving a record of physical presence
in space and time (Girardin, et al. 2008).
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Visualizing Authenticity Though Collaborating Techniques

Old Port Visitor Survey
In the summer of 2019, 272 visitors completed surveys at
the Old Port’s Gateway Visitors Center. Information gathered
by the survey included basic demographic information, where
they were from, age, how they
traveled to Maine, and a series
of questions designed to gauge
their attitudes about Portland and
the various activities that the city
offers. In addition they rated the
value of various authenticity factors
determined for the Old Port.
Photo courtesy of Jill Koufman
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Working Waterfront -36 photos
Tags include: Boats, boat,
libertyships, port, ships, cascobaylines,
longwharf, fishing, lobstertraps,
maineinternationalmarineterminal, fishpier,
shipping, bristolseafood, and marina. Points
indicate where visitors experienced the
authentic factor of working waterfront.

Arts/Culture – 17 photos
Tags include: art, mural, museum, theater,
statetheater, artwork, portandmuseumofart,
statetheatre, merrillauditorium, and
childrensmuseumandtheatreofmaine. Points
indicate where visitors experienced the
authentic factor of arts and culture.

Conclusion

Visualizing authenticity is of vital
importance to the continued success of
Portland’s economy. It provides a placebased analysis of important aspects of the
Old Port tourism brand. Using traditional
survey techniques to identify authenticity
factors with visitors provided a framework
to map and visualize where the unique
experiences recorded by Flickr users who
visited the city are located. Flickr users
represent a small portion of the visitor
population, but their experiences are rich
and represent a singular experience in
place and time. The location of these visitor
photos can help inform policy makers and
business owners in Portland’s Old Port
about the places connected to the various
authenticity factors that are so important
to the brand of Portland “Authentic by
Nature”.

Continuing Work
Future work will include a comparison
study, implementing the same techniques, in
the City of Reykjavík, Iceland. Mapping local
perception of authenticity and comparing
that to visitors is also a line a study valuable
to pursue. In addition, geotagged tweets may
be added to future analysis.
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